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ABSTRACT: This article delves into the creation of subjectivity through the publicization of penance in Spanish 
convents. We seek to demonstrate that conventual sociability relied on the disclosure of each nun’s interiority despite 
the discourse of self-denial the conventual institution was built upon. However, this presentation of the self was 
clearly restricted and had to fit within contradictory norms to deny and dispel any vain temptation to appear greater 
than the others. Nuns had to be humble, secret, moderate, strictly obedient, yet they were expected to edify one an-
other, to be zealous and violent in their desire to mortify or castigate themselves. As introspection was a recommend-
ed activity, these double binds and the scruples they bred justify the systematic resort to tactics that relied on the 
leeway conventual life provided to work around the rule and seek recognition from the community. This necessary 
acknowledgment of each nun’s flaws and deeds fostered a common interpretation of what was the most appropriate 
behavior inside the convent. Therefore, subjectivity was jointly built through these self-disclosing techniques and the 
reaction of the community. 
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ReSumen: Denunciar tu propio pecado: la lucha por la subjetividad a través de la exhibición pública de la peni-
tencia en los conventos españoles.- Este ensayo profundiza en algunos modos de subjetivación en los conventos ba-
rrocos españoles. Se trata de describir como la institución conventual descansaba de manera indirecta sobre una re-
velación mínima de la intimidad de las monjas, pese al discurso de destrucción de la identidad personal llevado por 
los conventos. Esta presentación de sí mismo a los otros se apoyaba sobre el discurso despreciador vinculado a las 
obras penitenciales y era restringida ya que tenía que cumplir con normas contradictorias. Los dobles constreñimien-
tos de la vida religiosa y la práctica de la oración mental y el uso de la introspección generaron muchos escrúpulos y 
explican el recurso generalizado a tácticas que aprovecharon todas las márgenes de maniobra para presentarse frente 
a los otros para buscar reconocimiento y a aliviar los temores que agitaban a las monjas a propósito de la salvación. 
Este proceso que implicaba a la comunidad en la fabricación del sujeto, también condicionaba la jerarquización so-
cial y el fortalecimiento de las relaciones interpersonales dentro de la sociedad conventual.
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In early modern Europe a common stereotype con-
cerning Spaniards was their taste for “vain exteriorities” 
(Guicciardini, 1953: 32). This cliché was reified through-
out the sixteenth century when travellers disapproved of 
women’s make-up and when religious authors insisted on 
the cult of appearances as a specifically Spanish vice Ven-
egas, 2001: 271), as if “los españoles del siglo de oro 
[fueran] criaturas entregadas a la apariencia” (Rubio, 
2016:46). Such conclusions regarding Spanish mentali-
ties were particularly prominent when discussing reli-
gious practices (Platter, 2000: 495)1 and penitential pro-
cessions which spread across the peninsula after the 
1520’s (Joly, 1909: 554). Much has been done to dispel 
such hasty judgments. Spain was officially built on the 
denial of religious plurality despite its internal fractures 
and frontiers (Stallaert, 1998; García-Arenal, 2016: 54). 
Therefore, the slow confessionalization of Castilian soci-
ety throughout the sixteenth century, especially after the 
Council of Trent, heightened the need for individuals to 
publicly display their unquestionable affiliation to Ca-
tholicism. 
This black legend of Spanish people as both vain and 
fanatical relies on a symmetrical cliché of “Spanish inte-
riority”. Far from willing to essentialize “the Spanish”, 
Unamuno lamented the long-standing consequences of 
National-Catholicism and insisted on the consequences of 
such an historic accounting of “national psychology”. Ac-
cording to him, Spanish people tended to have a divided 
or dissociated soul (Unamuno, 1996: 99 sq.), violently 
torn apart. From the perspective of the outdated debate 
over the black legend and the failure of liberalism in 
Spain, Counter-Reformation mentalities and the culture 
of control in modern Spain had nourished a desire for 
subjection that prevented the emergence of an autono-
mous and self-conscious subject, contradicting the teleo-
logical tale of the victory of modern self-control over tra-
ditional obligations. Even though the assumption that 
there is indeed a “Spanish subjectivity” is rather dubious, 
the formation of subjectivity in early modern Spain has 
been a growing field of research, especially among spe-
cialists of early modern literature. The Journal of Inter-
disciplinary Literary Studies released a special volume on 
the topic in 1994. Building on Maravall’s classical analy-
sis of baroque culture as a culture of crisis (Maravall, 
1975), discussions have shifted from the question of 
Spanish national specificities to that of the “crisis” in the 
formation of subjectivity in the baroque era (Cascardi, 
1992; Mariscal, 1991; Rodríguez de la Flor, 2005; Spa-
daccini and Castillo, 1994, Butler, 2012). Even if many of 
these studies rely on literary and specific cases of which 
we can hardly generalize (Gracián, Quevedo, María de 
Zayas and so on), it became historiographical common 
ground that both the building of the modern State and the 
adjustments of aristocratic culture (Sánchez and Lewis, 
1999) explain the contradictions of a “baroque” or “early 
modern” form of self-conscience, prone to secret and dis-
simulation, which extended far beyond just Spain. The 
processes of civilization, confesionalization, and social 
discipline that European societies allegedly experienced 
in the early modern period strongly shaped people’s per-
ceptions of themselves. They favoured reflexive work 
which is obvious in the proliferation of scruples or in the 
success achieved by asceticism and neo-stoicism among 
late XVIth century elites, including in Spain (Carrasco 
Martínez, 2003). Subjectivity would have needed to reor-
der itself (Bouwsma, 2000: 165) to confront the tighten-
ing grasp of religious and royal political authorities on 
people’s lives.
This article returns to this historiographic trend from a 
different perspective. Now that the teleological myth of 
the “birth of individualism” associated with the “Renais-
sance” is collapsing, we do not intend to return to the so-
called emergence of subjectivity after Descartes (Bedos- 
Rezak and Iogna-Prat, 2005; Boulnois, 2013; Taylor, 
1989), but to shed light on forms of subjectification in 
late XVIth century Spain. Utilizing this notion allows for a 
better analysis of the joint work of individuals and institu-
tions in the process of becoming a subject (Butler, 1997: 
2). We will focus on the exteriorization of penance inside 
feminine convents which was a neuralgic issue of the 
Spanish black legend. Conventual life was indeed a high-
ly esteemed way of life in baroque Spain, the vigour of 
anti-monastic clichés being a measure of the prestige as-
sociated with the ideals they represented. Most impor-
tantly, convents were places where a “desire for subjec-
tion” was highlighted and defended as a path towards 
sanctity. It is commonplace to describe conventual life as 
a set of technologies destined to undermine personal 
identity and, in the long-run, subjectivity – the affirma-
tion of an “I”, gifted with a personal point of view, with 
the ability to choose and with a reflexive sense of ones 
difference from other selves – but whose agency is still 
dependent on a collective discourse s/he never chose. In-
deed, the persecutory measures enacted in conventual life 
heighten this assessment: renunciation of your name, the-
oretical abolition of every visible distinction between 
each member of the community, personal and collective 
asceticism, strict obedience to the superiors, etc. The hag-
iographical commonplace of denying subjectivity has be-
come popular in scholarship ever since the sociological 
tradition of total institutions assumed that jails, asylum 
and convents destabilize their residents’ self-conscience 
(Goffman, 2007). 
Yet, early modern convents did not comply with the 
ideals of monastic life. Accommodation with the rule was 
a necessity and the undermining of subjectivity, of which 
convents were theoretically built upon, was probably 
mislead. Still, focusing on these accommodations and 
discrepancies between norms and practices would miss 
the point. Our point is that convents did allow and stimu-
late specific forms of subjectification which served to 
strengthen authority inside the community. Monastic 
rules have not always been preoccupied by this war on 
subjectivity (Diem, 2015) and the authoritarian culture of 
control developed during the Counter-Reformation was 
far from an obstacle to self-control and reflexivity (Cas-
cardi, 1992: 251). Since the 1990’s, a vigorous historio-
graphic trend has defended the idea that feminine con-
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vents were indeed spaces of (reasonable) liberty for 
women and could be described as places which stimulat-
ed the expression of feminine subjectivity and feminism 
(Quinsey, 2012), especially through mysticism but also 
through common reading and writing (Schlau and Arenal, 
2006; Baranda Leturio and Carmen Piña, 2014; Cruz, 
2004; Carrera-Marcén, 2005). Mental prayer, and requi-
site dialogue with the confessor to discern and discuss the 
always suspect graces nuns thought they received during 
prayer (Bilinkoff, 2005; Haliczer, 2002; Sánchez Lora, 
1988), turned convents into paradoxical institutions, con-
stantly uprooting any form of personal identity but still 
cultivating introspection. 
Our purpose is to reject this double bind and study the 
conventual ways of expressing subjectivity at the heart of 
its destructive agenda, mortification. Spiritual autobiogra-
phies and hagiographical chronicles from the discalced 
Carmelite order form the basis of the research for this ar-
ticle. The nuns wrote these themselves, under the com-
mand of their superiors and confessors. Spiritual autobi-
ographies were meant to help evaluate the nature of their 
visions and the quality of their contemplative skills, with 
the potential of pushing some of them forward on the path 
to sanctity. Hagiographical chronicles and lives were 
thought to offer models of sanctity to encourage newcom-
ers and homogenize religious practices. They were most-
ly produced between the 1580’s and the 1630’s, right af-
ter the Reform of the Carmelite order, when it needed to 
write its own history and foster its own collective identity 
as its first generation was disappearing. Not only do these 
documents allow for a description of penitential practices 
but they also provide information on the reception of as-
ceticism within these communities. This mostly unspoken 
dialogue, between each nun and her fellows, was crucial 
to the process of subjectification involved in the manifes-
tation of personal sin. Even for nuns who tried to fit with-
in conventual norms, mortifying techniques were sup-
posed to disclose their intimate sentiments about 
themselves. Attention to the discrepancy between what 
nuns hoped to display and what was acknowledged by 
their superiors allows for a better understanding of the 
construction of subjectivity inside Spanish convents. This 
article demonstrates that the exteriorization of intimacy 
and the revindication of subjectivity were crucial to the 
conventual institution.
FighTing FOR The BOunDARieS  
OF SuBjeCTiviTy
The conception of interiority that nuns were familiar 
with is central to the understanding of this process. “Sub-
jectivity” obviously did not belong to the early modern 
Spanish lexicon, if only because the existence of a se-
cured self and the existence of a reflexive conscience 
were not firmly recognized. Firstly, the boundaries of in-
teriority were constantly endangered and had to be pro-
tected and fortified through a constant struggle against the 
believer’s enemies: the devil, the flesh, the world. Sec-
ondly, this construction of interiority was a necessary step 
towards union with God, which was ultimately another 
dissolving moment for subjectivity. Still, spiritual life im-
plemented several technologies of the self which stimu-
lated reflexivity and implied an expansion of interiority, 
rooted in the use of mental prayer, in the necessity to re-
main silent (Gabriel, 2007), and in the habit of interpret-
ing any event through the perspective of a providential 
plan in which every singular soul had a part to play. 
Moreover, regular confession and the increasing recourse 
to general confession, which spread in the Iberian Penin-
sula in the second half of the sixteenth century, had con-
sequences for self-perception as it produced a sense of 
continuity of selfhood. As Mary Douglas noted in her 
classic work on self-knowledge, this unity and continuity 
is decisive in the occidental tradition whereas other civili-
sations rely on completely different notions of the self 
(Douglas, 1994: 218). Per this British anthropologist, this 
specificity should be ultimately related to a moral neces-
sity, as everyone could and should be considered respon-
sible for what they did. Indeed, we shall see that the per-
spective of judgment is critical to the formation of 
subjectivity within Spanish convents. 
Yet this continuity and integrity of selfhood was never 
considered a given in the early modern era. It was always 
something you had to struggle to achieve. In early mod-
ern spiritual literature, interiority was constituted less as a 
location than as a space which had to be built. It was not 
immediately a quiet retreat from the world, but a mystical 
place expected to be unveiled and defended, however un-
certain it might be. This conception of interiority as a se-
cret place whose boundaries were unclear had much to do 
with sixteenth century religious anthropology, which was 
roughly Aristotelian, despite the variations from one au-
thor to another (Bergamo, 1994; Vidal, 2006; Roullet, 
2015), including within the discalced Carmelite tradition 
(Roccetti, 1999; Cepeda-Adán, 1988; Alvira, 1992). Fol-
lowing the model of the De Anima, the Aristotelian tradi-
tion as it was interpreted in western Christianity distin-
guished between a vegetative, a sensitive, and an 
intellectual soul, all of which should not be understood as 
three separate parts of the soul but as three modalities of 
its interaction with materiality. The vegetative soul was 
supposed to be common to all living beings and responsi-
ble for their growth and generation. Sensitivity allowed 
animals to move and feel. Finally, angels and human be-
ings, elected by God to rule Creation, were gifted with an 
intellectual soul with different powers (potencias) such as 
memory, willpower, and reason, many authors even 
claimed the existence of a spiritual soul, beneath the ra-
tional one which could be invested by God. The articula-
tion of these three modalities of union between body and 
soul was a sensitive topic, for they were considered simi-
lar to the Holy Trinity (Venegas, 2001: 333; Soto, 1962: 
108; Esbarroya, 1973: 276; Granada, 1996: 231) and the 
Incarnation of Christ (Roullet, 2013). Still, body and soul 
were supposed to be connected in the struggle for salva-
tion (Baschet, 2000). A spirit guided by grace would 
hopefully sanctify the whole person, body and soul. The 
saint was considered entirely consistent with the image of 
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God infused in his soul when he was created. On the con-
trary, this primordial image was blurred, disfigured, bur-
ied or tainted in the sinner’s soul because he had yielded 
to temptation. The frailty and mobility of the relation-
ships between body, world, and soul were dangerous and 
are the reason why religious life required patient work to 
control this fluidity and fortify interiority. Interiority was 
thought of as a battlefield that needed to be secured in the 
hopes of freeing the spirit from corporal and mundane in-
fluences, so that is could be, at last, invested by God.
This challenge was even more difficult considering 
the integrity of the person was never guaranteed. It has 
been argued that the emotional and physical violence 
staged in early modern theatre, especially in England, has 
to be considered as an indication that in the early modern 
era impulses which negated selfhood outstripped the forc-
es that strengthened it (Marshall, 2002). Indeed, both the 
widely commented upon violence and rhetoric of pas-
sions, and the well-known porosity of selfhood in the six-
teenth century, compounded this fragility of interiority. 
Since Cassirer, Renaissance anthropology has been de-
scribed as a world of correspondence in which the body is 
less a frontier that an entry point for the whole macro-
cosms within the microcosms of the persona (Cassirer, 
1927). Natural and unnatural forces always threatened to 
dissolve selfhood, especially with the renewal of medi-
cine which seemed to increase the dominion of the body. 
In 1581, the Inquisition censured Huarte de San Juan be-
cause some sections of his Examen de ingenios para las 
ciencias (1575) relied on the Galenist tradition that 
seemed to contradict the immateriality of the soul. Some 
authors such as Alejo de Venegas developed the idea that 
humoral complexion constrained freewill to the point that 
each humour fostered specific sins. Obviously, sixteenth 
century spiritual writers mostly assumed this interde-
pendence but tended to underline how harmful it could be 
to Christian salvation. Additionally, the dissemination 
and revival of late-medieval treatises on the discernment 
of spirits (Sluhovsky, 2007) was built upon the fear that 
interiority was not a sanctuary but could be invested by 
the devil. “Entrenched” (Venegas, 2001: 303) inside the 
body, shaking its humours and relying on its close inter-
dependence with both the world and the soul, inspiring 
sinful movements, the devil always hoped the flesh would 
fail man. Therefore, intimate movements had to be scruti-
nized, filtered, and classified. Moreover, the idea periodi-
cally spread that judgment day was close and that demon-
ic legions were slowly strengthening their grip on a 
crumbling world devastated by sin and heresy (Ángeles, 
1998: 111). One of the ramifications of this panicked as-
sumption was the belief that people were much weaker 
than they had been in the blessed time of Creation. Devils 
and demons are familiar characters in conventual chroni-
cles, always trying to trick nuns into breaking their rule, 
screaming to break monastic silence, violently assaulting 
them. In the rhetoric of hagiographical chronicles, these 
demonic apparitions are mainly deceitful but in spiritual 
autobiographies they do reveal vehement anxieties re-
garding the lack of interior control nuns believed they ex-
perienced when they were asked to write about them-
selves (Poutrin, 1995). One example illustrates this 
despondency. María de San Alberto confessed she saw 
devils playing with her own soul (“peloteaban con mi 
alma, como si acá unas personas se hicieran una rueda y 
tomaran una pelota y la fueran arrojando de mano a 
mano”) clearly indicating that she no longer considered 
herself in control of her own salvation2. Eventually, anxi-
ety would breed suicidal tendencies, pushing hagiograph-
ical rhetoric to its limits: 
Apretóla nuestro Señor a tiempos por dos años con tan-
tas dudas de las cosas interiores y otros trabajos que al-
gunas veces se postraba en tierra y de la fuerza de la 
tribulación echaba sangre por boca y narices. Llego un 
día de S. Dionisio Areopagita y la apretó tanto junto con 
que se había de condenar y que supuesto esto mientras 
más viviese había de ser añadir pecados a pecados y ma-
teria de mayor condenación para eso mejor era acabar 
con la vida y aparecióle el demonio en figura horrible 
con una soga en la mano en el aire3.
If fears of damnation and lack of control were com-
mon in the early modern experience of reflexivity, morti-
fication was one of the answers convents provided to 
these anxieties, especially for women since they were 
considered naturally weaker in the struggle against sin. 
The classical and (not only) Theresian image of the castle 
of the soul was not conceived as an egotist and ethereal 
representation of selfhood but as a demanding model to 
follow. Asceticism and glorified self-denial or self-anni-
hilation were widespread themes in early modern hagiog-
raphy and spiritual literature4. Self-hatred was common-
place in the ascetic tradition and a necessary step in the 
negative way to God (Gabriel, 2007). All personal desires 
were to be melted into God’s will, reason should be guid-
ed by His light, which had been discerned in prayer, all 
movements of the flesh had to be tamed and treated as 
exterior impulses, even though they relied on a given and 
personal complexion. Mortification would breed a new 
man, a stranger to the nefarious influences from outside 
and whose interiority would be a pure instrument of 
God’s will. Therefore, the purpose of interior and exterior 
mortification was to cut off interiority from any exterior 
impulses, as Luis de Granada used to say, backed up by a 
long medieval tradition: 
Cierra la puerta de la celda de tu cuerpo, para no salir 
fuera de ella, y la puerta de la lengua, para no hablar, y 
la ventana interior de tu anima para no dar entrada a los 
espíritus sucios5
Once flesh and all its movements had been tamed, 
when the whip had flogged the skin until it was insensi-
tive leather resistant to the devil’s arrows (Granada, 1997: 
I, 148), when all senses were closed, when food no longer 
had taste, when perfumes and filth smelled the same, self-
mortification had turned the body into an asset to fortify 
sanctity, into a firm frontier and a wall protecting interior-
ity from any possible assaults from outside. Interiority lay 
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in that movement and in the desire to reach God, either 
positively in the will to disappear in His own Will or neg-
atively in repeated mortification and renunciation of the 
world and in the efforts to repel and exteriorize all nefari-
ous influences. Since true rest was only thinkable in God 
and in the dream of a dissipation of any kind of subjectiv-
ity, since any interior movement was always thought to 
be guided by harmful exterior forces, resistance to temp-
tation and self-denial were considered moments of truth. 
The urge to put their body and their willpower on trial 
was one of the rare experiences of subjectivity that were 
unquestionable because you felt in control. From that per-
spective, self-mortification was one of the sources, or at 
least one of the manifestations, of baroque perceptions of 
selfhood as a social monad hopelessly struggling against 
exterior powers (Maravall, 1975: 412). 
SelF-FAShiOning FOR The OTheRS
As primarily a means to personal salvation, self-mor-
tification is often described as the solitary activity of a 
single person within their intimate relationship with God. 
Most chronicles insist on the personal use nuns made of 
hairshirts, cilices, and whips, on their continuous fasting, 
on the blood they shed in their cell. However, convents 
obviously organized and supervised penitential practices 
as a collective process. Regardless of all the implied dif-
ficulties, facing the others was considered crucial to ac-
complish a satisfactory penance. Self-control was realised 
through collective penance – self-flogging in the choir – 
and through the strict and collective control of nuns’ exte-
riors which was supposed to have positive consequences 
on their self-control. Firstly, the monastic habit was a ste-
reotyped and visual set of the communitarian values eve-
ry nun was supposed to represent. Secondly, self-fashion-
ing techniques” (composición de sí mismo) embodied 
these values beyond the habit itself. This set of bodily 
techniques, attitudes, and postures aimed to align the 
whole body to this official and pious discourse. The cere-
monial treatises that were written for the Carmelite order 
praised attitudes than can only be described as oxymo-
ronic, such as “benign severity” or “cheerful modesty” 
(Ordinario, 1622: chap. XII). Composition required you 
to keep your head straight, to walk with dignity, “with a 
slow and grave pace”, the neck and all the body remain-
ing stiff and upright. Except when they were praying, 
nuns had to look downward and their eyes should not 
gaze with too much intensity or affection. Discreet laughs 
were allowed if the mouth remained closed. When speak-
ing, their lips could not twist and their voice had to be 
low and soft, keeping her distance from any interlocutor, 
for she could indispose them with her breath. Composi-
tion is always underlined in hagiographical relations. 
Chronicles from Madrid describe the gravity of the com-
position and the “composed walk” of Francisca de Jesús6. 
A life of Josefa de San Felipe underlines “her great exte-
rior composition”7, another praises the “perfect composi-
tion”8 of Eufrasia de Jesús in Cordoba. From that per-
spective, the ability to comply better than the others with 
a common but theoretical model was the sole way to dis-
tinguish oneself since conventual life relied on the denial 
of any form of singularity except self-denial. This compo-
sition of selfhood was more than a conventual form of 
“Renaissance self-fashioning” (Greenblatt, 1980). Even 
though it set some nuns apart from the others, it was 
meant to conceal any sign of personal identity or self-af-
firmation with an explicitly artificial image. Self-disclo-
sure was a tightly constrained necessity, as we shall see 
later, and composition consciously drove back any desire 
to express any form of singularity. To intensify this poli-
cy, nuns were constantly asked to look at each other as if 
they were “images of God”9, regardless of each individu-
al’s own reputation. At last, composition of the self was a 
difficult path to follow, a constant reminder of the high 
virtuous standards each nun was supposed to attain. Any 
breach in this composition was theoretically assumed as a 
lack of control and manuals reminded that any slackening 
in that domain had to be severely admonished10. Even if 
this typically baroque stress on dissimulation could give 
way to a form of hypocrisy, it was presented predomi-
nantly as a sign of prudence and a preventative measure 
meant to protect each soul’s intimacy. As this self-compo-
sition was propaedeutic to inner self-control, it was also 
considered paramount to salvation. 
What could nuns possibly think about their counter-
parts’ perfect composition? In spiritual literature, judge-
ments about exteriorities and their relationship with inte-
riority were organised by two symmetrical and tirelessly 
repeated commonplaces. On the one hand, there was a 
requisite solidarity between the two. As many physiogno-
monist treaties maintained for decades, exteriorities re-
flected interiority. Most devotional treatises which those 
nuns were familiar with insisted on the traditional rela-
tionship between grace and beauty (García de Enterría, 
1990), as if darkness and ugliness of the soul were the 
true consequences of sin which eventually appeared on 
the sinner´s face. As Diego de Estella said: “ninguna cosa 
te hace tan feo como los vicios o pecados en que vives”11 
(Estella, 1597). Sinners were supposed to be ugly because 
they could not keep their inner blackness and disfigura-
tion from coming to the surface. Sanctity had to be beau-
tiful, because grace, which was working from inside the 
saint, showed up on his or her face. From that perspec-
tive, composition was betting that interiority would adjust 
with a perfectly composed exterior. The ideal nun’s per-
fect composition could be a measure of her purity and se-
renity. On the other hand, some authors reminded their 
readers that the cowl does not always make the monk and 
that “no andan de un traje el cuerpo y el espíritu”12. No 
one knew to what extent exteriorities were true to interi-
ority and the suspicion that exteriority was nothing but a 
treacherous lie was widespread in Spanish society, espe-
cially since Jews and Moriscos were always accused of 
hiding their traditional beliefs. Behind convent walls, 
such an assessment had a different meaning. Feigned 
sanctity is not only one of the major topics of early mod-
ern historiography since the 1990’s (Zarri, 1991; Giorda-
no, 2007), it was also a concrete concern inside convents, 
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since the condemnation of Magdalena de la Cruz in Cor-
doba (1546) and especially after the disaster of the false 
prophecies of María de la Visitación in Lisbon (1588) 
(Haliczer, 2002; Keitt, 2005: 55; Kagan, 1991: 124). 
Speculation about the discrepancy between the public im-
age nuns had constructed within the community and the 
alleged purity of their soul were at the heart of conventual 
social life. Personal relationships among the community 
tended to stage the revelation of each nun’s inner holiness 
and to protect their intimacy – hence the demand for per-
fect composition -, for any uncontrolled sign of sanctity 
could be described as ostentatious or vain and condemned 
as an effort to gain favour and power inside the convent. 
A perfectly mortified nun could always be suspected as 
her own idol and all her efforts would have meant nothing 
if she had turned her own achievement into an object of 
pride and into a new form of exteriority, insidiously de-
forming her soul and conforming herself with a treacher-
ous image of sanctity. The opinion about what nuns dis-
played to others balanced between these two possibilities. 
In the 1620’s, María de San José Lobo had difficulties 
with part of her Lisbon community because some nuns 
visibly perceived her penitential excesses and numerous 
licenses to complete additional acts of self-mortification 
as strategies to gain the favour of the male superiors of 
the order13.
Yet despite this cult of humility, sanctity had to be col-
lectively recognised as a personal achievement, even 
though it was simultaneously presented as a gracious gift. 
Indeed, this exteriorization of their interiority was a ne-
cessity. Despite the risks of self-disclosure involved, nuns 
could never gladly accept the praises their perfect compo-
sition and obedience granted them. Even though they 
may be tempted to, their reputation was not sustainable in 
the long run if their perfect public image was not periodi-
cally confirmed and recognized as an expression of their 
interiority. The never ending gap between what a nun dis-
played and what she pretended to be is crucial to under-
stand how winding and tortuous the collective building of 
sanctity could be. It was necessary to maintain a distance 
and a discrepancy between what people considered a pub-
lic reputation and what was presented as an expression of 
subjectivity. This tension between public reputation and 
self-assertion had to be put on trial and nuns needed to 
demonstrate their sincerity and expose themselves. If 
truth-telling is obviously crucial in the Christian tradition 
(Foucault, 2012), it was not easy to stage in Spanish ba-
roque convents.
STAging SuBjeCTiviTy in SPiTe  
OF uniFORmiTy
These tensions resulted from the double binds (Sluzki 
and Verón, 1971) conventual life was built upon: being a 
saint in the realm of uniformity, being an elite yet remain-
ing humble, being zealous yet remaining discrete, violent 
but always in control, etc. These contradictory demands 
deeply constrained any expression of subjectivity and 
personal prowess. Rather than long-term and planned 
strategies, nuns implemented day-to-day tactics of sec-
ondary adjustments (Certeau, 1990: 59; Goffmann, 2007: 
55) to disclose their opinion about themselves. All these 
tactics relied on the manifestation of their supposedly 
corrupted and wretched soul since, paradoxically, the 
most secure self-fashioning technique of sanctification 
was to claim to be a sinner. The best opportunity to make 
any weakness public lay in the obligation to disclose 
these to superiors in the hope they would be corrected. 
The exteriorization of personal sin is obvious when nuns 
constantly complained about themselves, when they re-
peatedly returned to confession, or when they insisted on 
asking for licenses to do additional acts of penance, a tra-
ditional prerogative of the prior emphasized in the Car-
melite Constitutions (Álvarez, 1995). By doing so, nuns 
were demonstrating that they had personally interiorized 
the collective eschatological anxieties which haunted ear-
ly modern Europe. They were shaped by these collective 
fears yet at the same time they were perpetuating them 
among their sisters through their own, personal and incar-
nated devilish stories. Even though these petitions and 
manoeuvres theoretically remained secret, news of these 
eventually spread inside the community and show up in 
hagiographical relations. These sources always present 
the exteriorization and maximization of sin (“la más 
pecadora del mundo”14 “la más ruin y flaca de cuantas cri-
aturas dios a criado”15) as paradoxical proof of ingenuity 
and humility, maintaining a difference between self-per-
ception and a hypothetical “true” state of the soul. In 
Beas, Francisca de San José claimed that she constantly 
feared for her own salvation because she was the worst 
possible sinner, but her confessor ultimately confirmed 
that he found no sin, besides scruples, in her tortured soul 
when she confessed before her death in 165616. Historians 
can obviously only speculate on any of these nuns’ inti-
mate sentiments about themselves. Whether these nuns 
were devout women sincerely convinced of their own 
depravation, were assuming a rhetoric of femininity and 
humility to convince their male superiors (Weber, 1990; 
Mújica, 2004), or were mischievous and Machiavellian 
subjects consciously manipulating their counterparts is 
beyond our reach. Besides, the answer to that question 
was willingly transferred to the community. This dis-
course of self-hatred and self-annihilation relied on the 
affirmation of a reflexive singularity, willingly giving 
herself to the authority and judgment of the others, but 
claiming to be a sinner in the few discussions she was 
supposed to have with her superiors within her day-to-
day unspoken routine. From that perspective, it can be 
described as a political subjectification in the sense that 
this rhetoric enabled “individuals to be described (by oth-
ers) and identified (by themselves) in the public arena” 
(Fassin, 2008: 533). 
Yet, speaking with superiors or with trusted sisters 
was not the best nor only way to express self-hatred since 
it threatened the vow to remain silent. The resort to bodily 
mortification should be understood as a more discrete dis-
closure, even if it was also very constrained. In theory, 
self-flogging, hair shirts, or metallic cilices did exteriorise 
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personal sin. Their traditional function as exomolegesis 
(Foucault, 2012: 190-210) in the high middle ages was to 
show and express the true state of the sinner’s soul. Pen-
ance depended on an extirpating violence (Crouzet, 1990: 
245) which harkened back to this tradition and aspired to 
uproot sin and reveal it. For most nuns, and especially for 
those whose reputation was not firmly established among 
the community, the demonstration of personal sin through 
penance was risky, and not only for reasons of modesty, 
decency, or humility. There were official and regular mo-
ments of collective penance, several times a week, and 
they could be asked to keep to that collective duty. How-
ever, only personal mortification could be understood as 
an individual and subjective action presented to the com-
munity and humbly manifesting the anxieties of a given 
individual preoccupied by her own salvation. Therefore, 
conventual chronicles always described self-flogging as a 
dissimulated practice, betrayed by the sound of the whip 
on flesh, by the paleness of a face, by old scars unveiled 
when nuns rolled up their sleeves to wash the ground. In a 
1636 chronicle, Juliana de la Madre de Dios is praised 
significantly for the way she tried to cover up the blood 
splashes on her cell’s wall:
Tenía siempre salpicadas de ella las paredes de su celda 
y aunque las raía muchas veces por disimular por sus 
hermanas quedaran con todo eso muchas partes teñidas 
con sangre17
Other nuns managed to maintain this requisite balance 
between disclosure and discretion. When an inquiry was 
made in 1627 Lisbon about the life of Maria de San José 
Lobo, including a methodical interrogation of every liv-
ing nun, some members of the community praised her 
discretion when she flogged herself at night in a remote 
part of the convent or when she altered her Friday meals 
with unknown bitter substances18. Others were unaware 
of it or decided not to disclose that information. This de-
mand for secrecy must be taken seriously. Conventual 
chronicles always implied that penance was unintention-
ally disclosed or that nuns failed in their efforts to hide 
themselves. In hagiographical terms, self-disclosure was 
one further step toward mortification. We can obviously 
never know if their desire was to be discovered, but the 
point is that conventual life constrained the way their sub-
jectivity could be staged and organized its betrayal, nota-
bly though the promiscuity of everyday life, especially in 
the first years of each community, when reputations were 
made and when proper conventual buildings usually did 
not exist. Besides, if necessary, God would help to dis-
close a saintly reputation and outstrip any effort made to 
keep it secret. This was a commonplace when it came to 
the exteriorization of spiritual graces and ecstasy19. In 
spiritual autobiographies, mystical ecstasies were not pre-
sented as a reward for perfection but as a gift which could 
not be declined. Mysticism, even though it could un-
doubtedly be recognised as a proof of sanctity among the 
community, did not openly counter the self-depreciating 
speeches nuns were meant to make about themselves.
DiSPlAying SuBjeCTiviTy ThROugh 
PenAnCe
However, this stress on secrecy which is prominent in 
nun’s accounts and hagiographies should probably not be 
overestimated. The routinization of regular life and the 
fact that something of every nuns’ intimacy was disclosed 
diluted these requirements. Besides, there were more ex-
plicit ways to express penitential desires, such as castigat-
ing the few body parts that were not hidden behind the 
habit. Some nuns carried out penitential exercises that fo-
cused on their face and their hands. A nun from the con-
vent of Cuenca, Mariana de San Angelo had the strange 
habit of tearing her eyelashes off in an effort to “deface 
herself”, according to the chronicle of the convent20. A 
Portuguese pupil of John of the Cross from the convent of 
Segovia also used to rip her eyelashes off, and bring poul-
try droppings into her cell21. We can assume she took 
them with her bare hands as Francisca de Jesús used to 
do. This founder of the Descalzas Reales of the order of 
saint Clare in Madrid claimed that she often washed the 
convent dustbin with her bare hands, to the point that it 
was impossible for her to get rid of the filth22. Petronila de 
la Encarnación used to plunge her face in the spittoon the 
nuns had placed at the entrance of the choir, Brianda de 
San José did likewise in a sick nun´s basin23. Ana de Pal-
ma, a nun from Toledo who took care of the convent’s 
garbage, enjoyed keeping her delicate hands polluted by 
the kitchen water24. Paciencia de San Lorenzo once 
washed her hands in a bowl containing a sick nun’s vomit 
(Bautista de Lanuza, 1659: 106). The founding mother of 
the convent of Beas used to clean her face with the poul-
try’s water to blacken her complexion25. By doing so 
these nuns perhaps reinterpreted traditional gestures of 
public mortification, such as the habit of covering your 
face in ashes, an Old Testament tradition that was com-
monly reactivated in Spanish convents. They also explic-
itly taunted the official canons of beauty of the early mod-
ern age, as they focused on their hands and white faces. 
Such practices, although not exceptional were uncom-
mon, no doubt because they were too explicit. These can 
be interpreted as a response to the mundane culture of 
make-up and perfume that was spreading among the 
Spanish elite. Indeed, these practices were usually associ-
ated with nuns coming from the upper circles of society, 
and are probably a sign that it was easier for them to play 
on the margins of conventual norms. Still, there is no 
doubt that nuns were careful with this discrepancy be-
tween exterior and inner beauty. The founder of the re-
formed Carmelite order, Teresa of Avila, explicitly re-
ferred to such a contradiction in a discussion with her 
niece Beatriz de Ovalle. The purpose was to warn her 
against her obvious physical beauty: “No pensáis por esos 
que sois hermosa que negros ay que se le parecen a blan-
cos”26. Underlying this play on beauty and social status, 
such practices of defacement relied on the devotional 
commonplace of the ugliness of sin and were a speechless 
and public act of self-assertion. Still, they remain ambig-
uous, especially the blackening of complexion. Teresa’s 
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observation is probably an allusion to the following verse 
of the Song of Songs, a familiar text for every nun and 
especially for her since she wrote a comment on it: “Ni-
gra sum, sed formosa, filiæ Jerusalem, sicut tabernacula 
Cedar, sicut pelles Salomonis”27. A classical exegesis of 
this verse which goes back at least to Saint Bernard and 
was supported by most Spanish exegetes of the time (Cip-
riano de la Huerga, Luis de León, Arias Montano) pon-
ders that “debajo dese color moreno esta gran belleza” 
(León, 2003: 112; Arias Montano, 1990: 20). From that 
perspective, ugly faces and ripped clothes no longer indi-
cated a wretched and uncontrolled soul but were consid-
ered a prophylactic and humiliating image meant to hide 
interiority. In other words, self-defacement was a way to 
voice and reveal a so-called truth of the soul and it man-
aged to accommodate this self-denying speech with the 
idea it could indeed cover-up the great treasure of a per-
fectly humble soul. Both the sincerity of the penitent nun 
and the necessary difference between what was revealed 
and what was perceived of interiority remained safe.
Finally, monastic tradition did provide situations in 
which the constraint on the exteriorization of sin could be 
lightened, for public punishments in the chapter room or 
in the refectory were considered edifying shows. Chroni-
cles always praise nuns wearing wooden crosses, kissing 
the feet of other members of their community, eating stale 
bread on the ground, standing with their arms spread-ea-
gled or laid in the entrance of the room in the hope of be-
ing stepped on28. These public acts of humiliation were 
usually performed by the prioress or by prominent mem-
bers of the community, on specific occasions – specifical-
ly Good Friday – to illustrate how experienced nuns ex-
celled at self-denial exercises. Teresa of Avila was praised 
for walking on all fours on the ground of the refectory, 
carrying rubble on her back, and being guided by a 
younger nun as if she were a mare29. This impressive yet 
classic practice (“hacer el borriquito”30) no doubt 
strengthened her reputation especially since she was al-
ready a recognized madre and such an exercise was prob-
ably no longer necessary to assert herself. Still, perform-
ing mortifying acts in front of others was one of the best 
ways to build a reputation and affirm your authority in-
side the convent, provided you were no longer suspected 
of being driven by vanity or careerism. Anyone could ask 
for a license to perform public mortification in front of 
the whole community and such customs were also con-
sidered edifying practices for the novices. Indeed, for 
those plagued by scruples and fear for their salvation, 
public punishment may have been a way to embrace pen-
ance without fear of the judgments of others. It was hope-
fully a reassuring moment of coincidence between what 
they displayed and what was perceived. Moreover, the 
cathartic and theatrical dimension of these performances 
should not be undervalued. Sin was considered a distor-
tion and defacement of interiority for it blurred the image 
of God which had been stamped or printed in the deepest 
folds of the soul when it was created. In acting like an 
animal, in wearing hair shirts, in blackening their com-
plexion, in revealing their inner ugliness, penitent nuns 
were not only disclosing the false images they had been 
following, they were casting them out and washing away 
their sin, liberating their interior from these chains. This 
transition via public penance is crucial to understand how 
the satisfaction of this desire for punishment, which is so 
common in conventual hagiography, loosened their anxi-
ety because the community and especially the superiors 
took over the responsibility for their salvation. Comments 
on their performances were probably common. While in 
Cuerva, Isabel de San Alberto knelt in a pathetic show, 
stripped of her religious cloth and wearing a gross tunic, 
her hands crossed on her shoulders and triggered compas-
sion among the community. The chronicle significantly 
insists on her angelic beauty in that moment, especially 
because she blushed with shame31.
Both this passion for punishment and subjection and 
the hope that your humility would be acknowledged en-
couraged many nuns to take advantage of the leeway pro-
vided by conventual life to publicize their humiliation 
and accept the judgment their peers would make. From 
that perspective, subjection to the authority of the prior 
should not be considered as yet another proof of the dep-
ersonalizing and self-destructive tendencies of religious 
life, but as a necessary means to balance and articulate 
the incorporation of often contradictory norms, the inte-
gration within the community and the protection of the 
souls which required guidance. Both the constitutions and 
the few instructions to the mistresses of novices we have 
(San José, 1978; San Bartolomé, 1998: 594ff) (Manero 
Sorolla, 1991) insist on the necessity of preventing any 
dissimulation and encouraging the novices to speak freely 
about themselves to their superiors, for incomplete dis-
closure was known as the devil’s trap. In return, these su-
periors should be prudent and discrete and take care to 
discern and evaluate what was fit for each nun they super-
vised. For that same reason, confessors were required to 
be discrete in their discernment of each soul and superiors 
were often credited with the extraordinary gift of reading 
souls and always knowing what they could hide32. This 
shift from strict protective enclosure to complete disclo-
sure restricted to the confessor and the superiors was one 
of the best solutions to strengthening the hierarchical and 
authoritarian function convents were built upon. Submis-
sion to the personal and discrete authority of the superiors 
was a negotiation, a discussion, and a discernment of 
what was considered the right behaviour in each commu-
nity for each individual nun, favouring the adjustment be-
tween personal demands and the uniformity of common 
life. It was also a channel between each nun and the 
whole convent which would adjust its own judgment with 
the superiors’ opinion. In the long-run, it shaped every 
reputation within the community. 
COnCluSiOn
Authority, life in common, and the dialectics of self-
denial and self-disclosure were deeply entangled because 
they were crucial to the functioning of convents as institu-
tions. On the one hand, the terrifying discourses on the 
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dangers that threatened the Christian soul, the propagation 
of sin, and the resort to penance were necessary to 
strengthen personal ties within the convent because they 
forced nuns to entrust one another with their own salva-
tion. The proliferation of scruples and the fear of damna-
tion encouraged nuns to disclose their anxiety, as hiding 
them was considered a temptation which could be fatal. 
Besides, conventual life was regulated by a set of complex 
and often contradictory injunctions (rule, constitutions, 
hagiographic models, obedience to the superiors, zeal and 
moderation, discretion and emulation, etc.) that could only 
encourage these revelations, even though the exterioriza-
tion of self was very constrained. Social relationships 
within the community were constantly adjusting to these 
contradictions. The necessary negotiation of what was 
considered right behaviour shaped social relationships 
within each community and contributed to the establish-
ment of each nun’s reputation. This common interpreta-
tion of the rule also legitimized the pre-eminence of expe-
rienced nuns and the power given to superiors both inside 
and outside the convent. Therefore, the respect of imper-
sonal and collective rules did not directly guarantee the 
stability of conventual life but fashioned personal relation-
ships of authority and fidelity that were crucial to conven-
tual stability, in this case between every nun, especially 
the younger ones, and their superiors. In the final analysis, 
the strong and personal ties maintained within the conven-
tual community relied on a constrained and very restricted 
subjectification of these personal anxieties, whose ac-
knowledgment was paradoxically a sign of sanctity. 
On the other hand, this building of sanctity through 
the expression of sin also legitimized the convent as a 
prominent institution in early modern societies. The idea 
that sin and heresy were proliferating, and the exigency 
of purification this implied, endorsed the idea that the or-
der and fate of the Hispanic monarchy hinged on respect 
for a natural and divine order. This classic naturalization 
and divinization of social order legitimized every institu-
tion in the early modern era. Convents sustained familial 
strategies and honour by welcoming women who could 
not or would not be married and conventual prayers and 
penance were addressed to the salvation of the realm, the 
king, the local community, and the growing number of in-
dividuals who founded chapels and masses. In both cases, 
the efficiency of the institution relied on the idea that 
nuns were the closest persons to perfection and for that 
reason they had God’s ear. As we’ve seen, these collec-
tive representations weighed on the processes of subjecti-
fication of these nuns and were in the meantime constant-
ly reactivated, maintained, and reinforced by what these 
women revealed of their own experience. This joint for-
mation of subjectivity is typical of how institutions per-
petuate themselves through the shaping of each individu-
al’s agency (Douglas, 1986). From that perspective, the 
expression of subjectivity and the exteriorization of mor-
tification inside Spanish convents, no matter how con-
strained they were, should not be considered as simply 
tactics of individual resistance to the depersonalizing 
forces of total institutions but as a critical necessity these 
institutions were built upon, for this process of subjectifi-
cation wove threads that articulated self-expression all 
the way to the very foundations of society. 
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